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Abstract:
Dystopian stories in Contemporary Literature often provide a platform for exploring female characters in oppressive social systems. This research work draws on classic works such as Margaret Atwood's *The Handmaid's Tale*, Suzanne Collins *The Hunger Games* and N.K. Jemisin’s *The Fifth Season*, and delves into depictions of women in dystopian situations of the narratives. The paper focuses on themes of inner resistance, resilience and identity, it examines how these women in the patriarchal navigated society, redefine notions of power and challenge social norms, offering profound insights into the difficulties of being a woman in a turbulent future.
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Introduction:
In the Twentieth Century, all round the world Literature, there has been an impressive shift in the portrayal of female characters in Dystopian setting, where these feminine principles challenge the hypocrisy and stereotypes of the society, and valorously fight for equal rights and opportunities. These Dystopian settings often provide a glimpse of an alternative world offering a contrasting point of view of women who are empowered, autonomous and rigorous in taking charge of shaping their own destinies.

One prominent example is Margaret Atwood’s *The Handmaid’s Tale* (1998), which explores the theme of defenceless women in the patriarchal society, loss of feminine independence and quelling of reproductive rights. The protagonist Offred, who is a handmaid to The Commander and his wife Serena Joy, is expected to conceive a child for the couple after copulation with The Commander. The fallacious practice of possessing a handmaid has been unfolded as an uncivilized practice by “Civilized” people of the Republic of Gilead. Offred continuously struggles against the oppressive dominion of the Republic of Gilead, where women are hegemonies of Gilead and confiscated of their free will. Atwood’s portrayal of Offred and other female characters like Moira focuses on the ways in which female characters withstand the patriarchy and sail across the dominance of the Man-Made organization.

Another noteworthy novel in this sphere of Modern Literature in *The Hunger Games* (2008) by Suzanne Collins. In this trilogy, Collins dexterously sketches the protagonist Katniss Everdeen, a sixteen-year-old girl, belonging to District 12, who is volunteering for the 74th Hunger Game as
a replacement for her sister. Katniss evolves as a hieroglyph of disinclination to accept the oppression of the Statehouse. With assorted events in Katniss’s journey themes of viability, hecatomb and the repercussions of uncontrolled power, are explored. The incorporation of magnificent characterization of a young woman’s barge into a dystopian world, where she is obligated to the injustice prevailing, makes this novel a superlative composition.

An additional exemplar exposing the dystopian setting is N.K. Jemisin’s *The Fifth Season* (2015). The novel belongs to the genre of Science Fantasy and simultaneously investigates on feminist dystopian themes of imbalance and prejudice. In the novel the female personage play the central role in a world ruled by environmental catastrophe and social unrest. Jemisin ‘s exploration of recognition, potentiality and structured subjugation via characters like Essun and Syenite, who take objection to the traditional narratives, offers a new perspective making the novel a paramount among its other specimens.

There are innumerable pieces of superlative narratives that delineate the sitch of women through dystopian settings. Women playing the title role often present exigency for refinement in the society. However, with changing times there are consequential emergence of diverse works that render more refined female oriented plots in Utopian settings, who defy the laws of the Dystopian world. The dystopian setting appeals not only to alarming images of plausible coming times, but also to its ability to provoke introspection and arouse discussion about the direction of our own society. It acts as a mirror, as literature does, forcing the readers to face disagreeable truths and consider the consequences of the society’s actions. Ultimately, whether as a cautionary tale or a call to action, the dystopian setting remains a fascinating backdrop for exploring the complexity of human nature and the fragility of our world.
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